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Stainless Steel Sports And 
Competition Exhaust Systems

We have an extensive range of stainless and mild steel sports exhaust systems
suitable for road, fast road/mild competition and, full race.

Stainless Steel And Mild Steel Standard Exhaust Systems.
For our full range of standard exhausts/mountings and mild steel sports
exhaust systems, please refer to the restoration section of this catalogue.

Moss TriumphTune Stainless Steel 
Sports Exhaust Systems

If performance is the goal - for road use, the selection of sports twin box
systems, will have something to offer which will fit in with your require-
ments, especially if your engines performance is enhanced in some way. In
a straight back to back comparison, the sports systems will generally give
about 10 bhp extra at the rear wheels and the engine will feel freer revving.
Even one of these might benefit from a change to distributor advance springs
and metering unit calibration or carburettor needles to get maximum benefit.
The systems listed here are supplied less down pipe/ manifold, but include
fitting kits.

A - Twin Sports Exhaust With 18” Oval Silencers.
This sports system is the stainless steel version of illustration number 14
that can be found on page 147. This twin six piece system with chromed
acoustic tailpipes couples directly to the standard downpipes or, our very
popular mild steel short branch sports tubular manifold, TT1200.
(01) A - Twin Sports Exhaust (6 Piece) FS5204

(Includes fitting kit. Note; For 1973 on Pi’s, a spacer, TT9220, is required
to clear the throttle linkage).

B - Twin Sports Exhaust With 18” Oval Silencers.
This twin sports system from page 147 is illustration number 22, is similar to
the A sports system, twin six piece system (with 18” oval silencers and
chromed acoustic tailpipes), but It is designed to mate directly to our long
branch stainless steel extractor manifold, TT1230S1.

B - Twin Sports Exhaust (6 Piece) FS5204X

Moss TriumphTune Stainless Steel
Competition Exhaust Systems

Although we have said competition, these exhausts
are more than suitable for road use. These systems,
illustration numbers 31 and 33 on page 147, will help
a well prepared TR engine to breathe efficiently,

thereby extracting the maximum per-
formance, not to mention how good
it sounds. Choose low swept or high
exit tailpipe systems. 

For maximum bhp, the big bore single pipe systems are the way to go,
correctly matched to the correct manifold, of course. These big bore
manifold/exhaust systems really require several additional modifications
before they deliver what they look as if they should. For this reason, you
would have to consider which camshaft is best for your taste, matched to
suitable cylinder head modifications. These two changes will definitely then
require compensatory changes to the distributor advance curve (the base
springs, in English), and fuelling requirements, i.e: re-calibration of the
metering unit or carburettor needles or jets. Unfortunately both these last
two factors may need attention from a Pi specialist or the carburettor
equivalent, who may well suggest running the TR under load on a rolling
road to obtain optimum performance.

TriumphTune GT Single Systems.
These systems supplied less manifold, but include fitting kit.
So, we finally arrive at the serious performance systems, which will require
the additional modifications outlined above, to make them work, so we will
start with our GT single bore systems that designed to couple to our tubular
sports manifold TT1230S1.

Models With A Type Or Non-Overdrive;
High Exit Tailpipe TT5240S

(02) Low Exit Tailpipe TT5240SX
Models With J Type Overdrive;

High Exit Tailpipe TT5241S
Low Exit Tailpipe TT5241SX
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TriumphTune GT Single Systems
With Large Bore Tailpipe

These systems include tubular manifold TT1230S1 and fitting kit. Lastly, but
certainly not least, for right up to full competition use, however modified the
engine might be, we have the following full systems that all feature polished
304 stainless steel through out, ‘6 into 2’ long-primary pipe manifold, and a
large-bore single rear silencer, with rolled-lip finish.

Models With A Type Or Non-Overdrive;
High Exit Tailpipe TTK1221
Low Exit Tailpipe TTK1222

Models With J Type Overdrive;
High Exit Tailpipe TTK1221J
Low Exit Tailpipe TTK1222J

Moss TriumphTune Stainless Steel  
Full Race Exhaust System

The single system is designed for full race, and can be used with either 
our, Type 2, sports manifold, PXTH604, or our full race manifold, TT1740X.
The pipe work is made in 2.25” diameter for maximum gas flow, but will
obviously be more difficult to install as the amount of room through the
cruciform section will be reduced.

The System Is Available With The Following Silencers:
Round : This silencer system, TT5201, is for a full race engine only, it is 

not intended for any road use whatsoever.
Oval : This quieter silencer system, TT5201A, is for a standard engine used

for racing or, to convert a fully modified car for road type use.

Full Race Exhaust System;
With Round Silencers TT5201
With Oval Silencers (Quieter) TT5201A
2 1/4” Exhaust Clamp GEX9011
2 1/4” Exhaust Clip TT9936

Flexible Strap;
Rear Mounting Bracket (3” Hole Centres) GEX7360
Silencer To Chassis (1 1/2” Hole Centres) GEX7359

Falcon Stainless Steel Sports Exhaust 
System TR5 & TR6

We offer a sports system manufactured from high quality stainless steel. The
stainless twin downpipes fit the standard exhaust manifold but the system
uses two rear 18” oval silencers that give an efficient free-flow design which
lets exhaust gas out faster than you can pump petrol in. Fitting is very simple,
the system uses the standard support for the TR5, TR6 and only the silencers
need different rear mountings. These mountings are included in a complete
fitting kit along with all of the exhaust clamps needed for easy installation.

Sports Exhaust System;
(03) Twin Sports Exhaust System TR5/TR6 FSTR56S

Exhaust Fitting Kit For FSTR56S TT5204FK

Falcon Stainless Steel Standard Exhaust
Systems TR5, TR250 & TR6

For our full range of standard exhausts, mountings and replacement exhaust
components, please refer to the restoration section of this catalogue.

Complete Exhaust Systems - With Front/Down Pipe;
Single Pipe System TR250/TR6 FSTR250
(All TR250/TR6 to CC67893).

(04) Twin Pipe/Single Silencer TR6 1973 On FSTR6L
(All CR & CF models).

Falcon Stainless Steel Standard Exhaust
Systems TR5, TR250 & TR6 cont...

These fitting kits are for Falcon stainless steel and standard mild steel systems.

Exhaust Fitting Kits;
For FSTR250 Exhaust System GFK6410X
For FSTR6L Exhaust System GFK6520X

Thermo-Tec Exhaust Insulation Wrap

This easy to fit insulation product can help increase power and economy,
and can reduce engine compartment temperatures by up to 70% - which
will help prolong the life of electrical components and cables. It also
protects against burns when you are doing engine maintenance. 

By insulating the exhaust manifold and pipe work, a higher temperature is
maintained internally, promoting a faster exit velocity of exhaust gases
which increases negative pressure (scavenging). This increases the flow
of incoming air resulting in cooler fuel being inducted into the engine.

Every 10 degree drop in intake temperature increases horsepower by approx.
1% - resulting in more power per litre. This race proven product from Thermo-
Tec is manufactured from silica based yarns, is unaffected by oil or water, will
withstand temperatures of up to 1000O Celsius, and does not contain asbestos.

Thermo-Tec Exhaust Insulation Wrap.
To ensure total insulation of a 2” diameter pipe using 2” wide wrap, a 50’
roll will cover approx. 13 ft of pipe.
Thermo-Tec Exhaust Insulation Wrap;

1” x 15’ Roll - Natural GAC150
1” x 15’ Roll - Black GAC151
2” x 15’ Roll - Natural GAC152

(05) 2” x 15’ Roll - Black GAC153
1” x 50’ Roll - Natural GAC154
1” x 50’ Roll - Black GAC155
2” x 50’ Roll - Natural GAC156
2” x 50’ Roll - Black GAC157

Hycote Paint.
The extra resins and binders in this product will help to protect and preserve
your insulation wrap.
Hy-Cote Paint;

Aerosol 400ml - Natural GAC160
Aerosol 400ml - Black GAC161

Snap-Straps.
Unless you want to skin your knuckles and use clips to retain the insulation
material, we suggest you use our snap-strap fasteners. They are quicker to
fit and, they cost less!
Snap-Strap Kit;

5’ Roll (5 Clips) GAC158
(06) 25’ Roll (25 Clips) GAC159

IMPORTANT NOTE; Apart from our GT single systems with large bore tail-
pipe, all our sports, competition and full race exhaust systems are supplied
less front pipe/tubular manifold, allowing you choose the correct system for
your requirements.
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Lumenition Ignition

Lumenition electronic ignition kits are well known as being among the finest
after-market electronic ignition systems available. This system basically
replaces both the contact points and condenser with an optical switch 
and power module. 

The power module is an electronic device that receives a pulse from the
optical trigger which switches the coil. The trigger eliminates contact
bounce, arcing, mechanical wear and spark splatter, reducing maintenance
and increasing reliability. With minimal wiring and modifications this kit is
very discreet. Note; Installation of a power module requires a distributor
fitting kit.

A performance ignition kit is available (it includes a power module and a high
output coil). The microcircuit control of the coil current gives optimum
performance across high engine speed ensuring maximum spark energy at the
coil. A fitting kit, to suit the distributor application, is also required. Positive
earth wiring instructions are available from your branch. 

Please check your distributor type before ordering the fitting kit as many cars
have non-original distributors fitted. The identification number is cast on the
distributor body.

(01) Performance Ignition Kit All Models CEK150
(Kit includes power module and coil. Distributor fitting kit required).

Power Module All Models PMA50
(Distributor fitting kit required).

Power Module Mounting Bracket MK006
(Optional item, tidies up installation).

Lucas Distributor Fitting Kits;
(02) For 22D/23D/25D 4/6 Cylinder LFK116

For 43D/44D/45D 4/6 Cylinder LFK117

Performance Ignition Coil All Models LMS4
(Replacement unit, output matched to power module).

Lumenition Magnetronic System

A budget electronic ignition conversion for owners who prefer to keep 
the look original, as the parts are neatly contained in the distributor. This
system utilises the proven Hall effect magnetic pick-up with a unique
triggering device.

Magnetronic Ignition Kit;
For Lucas 22D Distributors MTK005
For Lucas 45D Distributors MTK009

(03) For Lucas 25D4 Distributors MTK003
For Lucas 45D4 Distributors MTK007
Instruction Sheet MTK106

Performance Ignition Coil.
Replacement unit, output matched to the Magnetronic system.

All Models LMS3

Newtronic Ignition

Newtronic, formerly Piranha, offers all the benefits of a full
electronic ignition system utilising an optical trigger pick-up, operated
via a scanning disc mounted on the distributor shaft. Kits include power
pack, switch, and adaptor kit. 

For fast road/competition, use the gold switch unit and adaptor kit with a
12v sports coil. Please check distributor type before ordering as your car
may have a non-original distributor fitted.

Lucas Distributors; Conversion Kits Adaptor Kits
(04) For 22D/23D/25D Neg. Earth TT2970 TT2980-01

For 43D/44D/45D TT2971 TT2980-09

Power Packs For Adaptor Kits;
Standard For Negative Earth TT2977
Gold For Negative Earth (Sports) TT2978

02Distributor Adaptor Kit

03Magnetronic Ignition01Lumenition Ignition

04Newtronic Ignition
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Uprated Lucas Distributors

Specially modified distributor unit with an improved advance curve to suit
the modified engine, especially if a performance camshaft is fitted. It may be
necessary to change your spark plugs for ones with a different heat range.

Uprated Distributor;
Non-Tacho Drive Models TT1771

(05) TR5/TR6 Tacho Drive Models (New) TT1271
TR5/TR6 Tacho Drive Models (Exchange) TT1271E
(Also suitable for U.S.A. models when using SU carburettors).

Modified Advance Spring Set TT1903
(Set of 5, specially selected range of distributor advance springs, to 
allow your own unit to be adjusted to suit the engine’s requirements).

Mallory Twin Point Distributors

All engines, especially tuned or modified units, benefit from a strong spark
being delivered at the right time. When you fit a Mallory twin point high
performance distributor, that is exactly what you will get.

Mallory distributors allow you to fine tune the ignition timing, especially
when used with the optional advance curve kit. All our Mallory distributors
are only suitable replacements for vehicles specified with Lucas distributors.
Units do not come with tachometer drive. Negative earth vehicles only.

(06) Mallory Distributor MM543-040
Distributor Cap MM143-225
Contact Points (2 Reqd) MM143-185
Rotor Arm MM143-190
Condenser MM143-195

Advance Curve Spring Kit MM143-235
(A selection of advance springs of various weights that allow you to 
finally tune the Mallory distributor. Comes complete with detailed 
instructions and advance curve diagrams).

SmoothCut Rev Limiter

Perhaps you don’t use your
car flat out, but this could
save an expensive bill if the
engine attempts to over rev.

The road use rev limiter
comes preset for four cylinder

cars to 6000rpm. It allows use of full throttle
up to the limit, at which point power is gradually reduced.  This unit can be
preset to the customer’s specification; please ask for details. The
competition unit is fully adjustable and works by progressively mis-timing
the spark - preventing an increase in engine speed, and reducing the
possibility of damage to your engine, and wallet! It is suitable for 4, 6 or 8
cylinder engines.

Rev Limiter (Road Use) TT2987
(07) Rev Limiter (Competition Use) RL5

Lucas Sports Coils

Lucas sports coils are designed to improve ignition performance. They give
more reliable starting power and greater performance at high rev’s thanks
to the 40,000 volt output. Don’t forget to renew the plugs and leads to
optimise the power. Note; your HT lead will have to be converted to push-in.
(08) 12 Volt Sports Coil TT2981

6 Volt Sports Coil Ballast Resistor Type TT29812
Push-In Connector (Each) GCL1110
(Note: Ignition systems using low voltage, ballast coils must have the 
resistor by-passed).

High Performance Ignition Leads

Get the spark from your sports coil with silicone leads. Designed to perform.
Silicone leads transmit greater energy to the spark plug creating a stronger
spark and, the silicone insulation is able to withstand much higher temper-
atures, improving reliability.
(09) Silicone Lead Set TT1272

NGK Spark Plugs

You’ve fitted a sports coil, performance leads, now change the plugs.
NGK Spark Plugs;
(10) Standard Heat Range BP6ES

For Lead Free Conversions BP5ES
For Higher Compression Ratio BP7ES
Race/Competition Only BP7ECS

Bumble Bee Competition Ignition Lead

If you want performance leads, but want to keep the period look, then these
are for you. The leads are yellow with a black trace. Use with waterproof
NGK plug caps.
(11) Competition Lead (Sold Per Metre) TT2982M

NGK Plug Caps

NGK Plug Caps;
Straight (Each) NSB5

(12) 60 Degree (Each) NYB5
90 Degree (Each) NLB5

10NGK Spark Plugs

09Perf. Ignition Leads08Coil

12
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Uprated Lucas Alternators

Brand New Uprated Alternators.
Because these alternators are brand new, it means they are available
without any surcharge and the return of a old unit is not necessary. These
units are made under licence from Lucas and come in green Lucas boxes.

16 Acr 36 Amp GEU2211
(07) 18 Acr 45 Amp GEU2206

2.75” Aluminium Alternator Pulley TR5-TR6 147530A

Aluminium Radiator & Water Pump Cover/Pulley

For full details of cooling system & hoses please refer to the Restoration section.

Aluminium Radiator;
TR5 & TR6 To (c) CP75000 308850ALI

(08) TR6 From (c) CP75001 312347ALI
Water Pump Alloy Housing 307095A

(09) Water Pump Multi-Vane Alloy Impeller 105981X
Water Pump Multi-Vane Alloy Pulley 133239A

Front Crankshaft Pulley & Damper

If the engine is to be taken to 6500 rpm, a good idea is to change the
damped front crankshaft pulley for a 2 litre version, part no. 154380, ...but
don’t forget the fan belt. The grooved portion of the pulley has a slightly
smaller diameter which reduces belt speed and the likelihood of the belt
throwing or turning inside out.

(10) Front Pulley & Damper, 3/8” 154380
Fan Belt 3/8” GCB11088

Uprated Heater Kit

Our kit has an uprated motor and high(er) volume fan.

Uprated Heater Kit 812301X
Fan Motor 812301XM
Fan 812301XF

04Dis-Car-Nect 05Quick-Bolts
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Non-Leak 12 Volt Battery

This battery is suitable for most 12 volt applications. Because this sealed
battery will not leak acid - even when split, it really is a must for all road
users, especially when the car is used at speed or for competition. It’s
unique safe design also means that it can be shipped by mail-order. 20cm
x 20cm x 13cm.

(01) 12 Volt Non-Leak Battery MXV1129X

Battery Isolator Switches

Obligatory on competition cars, battery cut-out switches are a good idea
for all cars. Fitting one to the main battery cable, between the battery and
the starter solenoid, enables you to quickly isolate the battery and immo-
bilise the car. Ideal when working on the electrical and/or fuel system,
especially if you intend to put your car into storage.

Battery Isolator/Cut-Out Switch;
(02) Removable Key Type Switch BCS201
(03) RAC Period Style Switch 1B2804

FIA Competition Specification TT7962
(Removable key type).
Cable For TT7962 TT79621
Spare Key For BCS201 & TT7962 TT79641

Battery Isolator Terminals;
Ring Terminals (Each) LUCWB600
Terminal Rubber Cap (Each) 8G548

Dis-Car-Nect

Battery Isolator.
When leaving your car, simply remove the knob to isolate the starter circuit.
when storing your car, the Dis-Car-Nect battery isolator will also prevent
battery drain. A replacement Dis-Car-Nect knob is available.

(04) Dis-Car-Nect GAC3192X
Spare Knob GAC9981

Battery Quick Bolts

These quick bolts have a camming system to clamp down
on the battery posts. Simply replace the bolts in your
cable ends with quick bolts and you can connect or
remove the cables without tools.

(05) Battery Quick Bolt (Pair) MM900-015
General Use/Heavy Duty Battery Cable;

Black (Sold Per Foot) CQB301
Red (Sold Per Foot) CQB304

Pre-Engaged Geared High Torque Starter Motors

These brand new (non-exchange) powerful, lightweight starter motors are
high torque, meaning they will not suffer the same fate as the original
inertia type, especially on high compression engines and, they are a direct
replace-ment. No more costly motor rebuilds or excessive battery drain.  

TR250 GXE4439X
(Note; discard stepped adaptor for TR250 models).

(06) TR5/TR6 GXE4439X

01Non-Leak Battery
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Reinforced & Silicone Hose Kits

All Pi Models.
Kits include all hoses for cooling and heating and corresponding hose clips.
Available in black, green, or green silicone.

Hose Kits;
Original - Green GZA971K

(11) Reinforced - Black GZA971BLKK
Replacement - Black GZA971ZK
Silicone - Green GZA971XK

Redline Water Wetter

Another magic potion from the U.S.A., this additive for the cooling system
improves efficiency in three ways:

Firstly. It improves the specific heat capacity of water, the amount of energy
required to raise temperature, meaning the water in the system takes more
heat away from the metal parts of the engine. When the water reaches the
radiator it is able to transfer more heat energy to the metal radiator core
and then to the cooler air flowing through it.

Secondly. It reduces the surface tension of water allowing it to flow more
freely through the system and make better contact with the metal parts, i.e:
engine and radiator.

Finally. It has a lubricant quality which prolongs the life of the water pump
main seal.

(12) Redline Water Wetter MM220-115

Kenlowe Hotstart Kit

Kenlowe manufacture a hotstart kit that enables you to pre-heat the water
system from the domestic electricity supply eliminating cold engine starts.
Very useful in cold spells and for short journeys as it helps to prevent
engine wear.

(13) Kenlowe Hotstart Kit KLH1000X

Kenlowe Electric Cooling Fan

Kenlowe electric fans are a replacement for the standard mechanical fan.
Fitting a Kenlowe fan will reduce the engine warm up time, prevent
excessive cooling and allow the engine to operate closer to its optimum
running temperature. 

Removal of the standard fan will help to reduce engine noise, and will help
improve power/mpg. A manual over-ride switch is available separately,
allowing the fan to be operated at any time giving maximum control of the
engine’s temperature. Kit includes fan, motor, thermostatic switch, wiring,
mounting hardware and instructions.

(14) 12” Kenlowe Fan Kit All Models TT29422
Capillary Thermostatic Switch TT2952
Manual Over-Ride Switch TT2948
Hose Seal For Thermostatic Switch TT2947
(Seal tends to degrade if used more than twice).

Alternative Thermostatic Switch System;
Screws directly into replacement stainless steel water return pipe, 158477SST.

86° On - 76° Off IM50250*
86° On - 81° Off IM50090
82° On - 68° Off IM50100*
88° On - 79° Off IM50120*
86° On - 87° Off IM50200
(*listed for special requirements. For detailed information, listings and
illustrations please refer to page 103 In the restoration section).

Stainless Steel Water Return Pipe With Adaptor;
TR5 & TR6 To (c) CP75000. 145398SST
TR6 From (c) CP75001. 158417SST

12Water Wetter09Alloy Impeller

10Front Crank Pulley

13Kenlowe Hotstart Kit06Starter Motor

07Uprated Alternators
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Uprated Oil Pressure Switch

This uprated 20lb oil pressure switch will give you early warning of impend-
ing damage through lack of oil pressure. Direct replacement for standard
switch as used on later cars.

Oil Pressure Switch TT2998
(04) Uprated Oil Pressure Valve 132107

Uprated Oil Pressure Valve Spring TT1229

When an oil cooler is fitted, an uprated relief spring may be used for
improved pressure. When carrying out any rebuild, in the interests of
safety, always replace the valve and spring.

Uprated Oil Pump

As well as having an alloy body, our uprated high capacity oil pump has 
a large rotor with bronze drive bushes. End plate is sealed with o’ring to
eliminate pressure bleed-off at low engine speed. Fits shortened race
sumps and the original filter gauze - without modification.

(05) Uprated Oil Pump 200155X

Alloy & Magnesium Sumps

In the event of a disaster causing you to replace the steel sump we can
offer aluminium or magnesium as uprated options. Most 6 cylinder engines
were 2 litre, and yes, you’ve guessed it, the sumps are different. Inspecting
the front edge of a pan (the shallow bit) can identify a 2.5 litre type. It should
hang about 2cm. and gently tapers upward towards the opposite side. A 2-
litre set up has a pan that runs parallel to the bolt-up flange. The difference
is to permit adequate clearance for the connecting rods in the longer throw
2.5-litre engine. The taper promotes oil drainage to the main sump pan.

Both oil sumps are interchangeable, the difference being the location of
the drain plug. Early 6 cylinder sumps feature a front centre drain plug. At
an unspecified chassis no. this was moved to the left rear of the sump.

(06) Aluminium Alloy Sump 307834ALI
Magnesium Alloy Sump 307834MAG
Sump Gasket Set AJM214
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05Uprated Oil Pump

Rocker Oil Feed Kit

This stainless steel braided hose supplies much needed oil direct to the
rocker assembly and minimises wear and damage. The adaptor fits neatly
in-line with the oil pressure switch, and the banjo connects to an existing
hole in the rear of the cylinder head. This conversion must be used if
converting to roller rockers.
(01) Rocker Oil Feed Kit TT1226

Spin-On Oil Filter Adaptor

This adaptor makes changing the filter so much easier - and cleaner. A
common problem with the triumph six engine is a tendency for the oil to
drain from the filter bowl into the sump when the car is left unused for long
periods. This can cause dry running when the engine is started, leading to
costly and premature engine wear. To prevent this, a spin-on filter is recom-
mended. The simple conversion replaces the bowl and filter assembly, an
anti-drain filter is then fitted to the adaptor.

TR5/6 Spin-On Filter Adaptor;
Adaptor (No Oil Cooler) TT1286

(02) Adaptor (With Oil Cooler) TT1286A*
(*Note; this is a replacement adaptor with 1/2”bsp threads for our 
relevant oil cooler installation kit, TT1268. If used without an oil cooler 
you must blank off the hose connections).
Long Oil Filter Cartridge RHD GFE227
Short Oil Filter Cartridge LHD GFE166

Oil Temperature Gauge Adaptor

If you want to fit an oil temperature gauge, then use our in-line oil temperature
adaptor.

Gauge Adaptor;
(03) With 1/2” Push-On Connections TT2969

With 1/2” Screw-In Connections TT29691
With 5/8” Push-On Connections TT29692
With 5/8” Screw-In Connections TT29693
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03Oil Temperature Gauge Adaptor

06Alloy Oil Sump
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Oil Cooler Installation Kits

In modern traffic conditions, especially on long motorway journeys, engines
tend to run at high speeds for long periods, causing the oil to thin and a
reduction in pressure may occur. The fitting of an oil cooler will help prevent
the thinning of the oil and prevent possible engine damage.
Our oil cooler Installation kits are available separately, allowing you to choose
your oil cooler radiator, depending upon requirements, and include rubber
or braided stainless steel ready assembled hoses.

Standard Non-Thermostatic Kits.
Installation kits include mounting brackets and unions with a choice of rubber
or stainless steel braided hoses. Note: Oil filters must be ordered separately.

Thermostatic Kits.
We also supply thermostatic installation/conversion kits that use a full flow
thermostat which prevents cold start oil from going through the oil cooler
until the engine oil has reached its optimum operating temperature, giving
the engine a much quicker warm-up period. These kits include mounting
brackets, unions, thermostatic oil filter adaptor, spin-on oil filter adaptor
where appropriate, with a choice of rubber or stainless steel braided hoses
where appropriate. Note: Oil filters must be ordered separately.

Rubber Hoses Braided Hoses
For 1/2” Hoses (Road Use);

Non-Thermostatic (Standard Filter) TT1265 N/A
(07) Non-Thermostatic (Spin-On Filter) TT1268 TT1268S

Thermostatic (Spin-On Filter) TT1278 TT1278S
For 5/8” Hoses (Race Use);

Non-Thermostatic (Spin-On Filter) TT12681 TT12681S
Thermostatic (Spin-On Filter) TT12781 TT12781S

Spin-On Filter Cartridges;
Long Cartridge Filter GFE227
Short Cartridge Filter (Alternative) GFE166

07Oil Cooler Installation Kits 08Oil Cooler Radiators

Oil Cooler Radiators

It is wise when modifying engines to allow for extra cooling, the oil should
not be allowed to run too cool or too hot as this can lead to rapid engine
wear. A 10 row radiator is suitable for road use, a 13 row for fast road/sport,
a 16 row for sport/sprints, and a 19 row for competition/race. Installation
kits are available separately, allowing you the choice of cooler depending
upon your application, and include ready assembled hoses.

Oil Cooler Radiator For 1/2” Hoses;
10 Row (Road) ARO9807

(08) 13 Row (Road/Sport) ARA221
16 Row (Sport) ARO9875
19 Row (Competition) ARO9888

Oil Cooler Radiator For 5/8” Hoses;
13 Row (Race) TT29631
16 Row (Race) TT29641
19 Row (Race) TT29651

Oil Cooler Thermostats

Use these thermostats if you already have an oil cooler fitted. This oil
thermostat has easy push fit connections for original rubber hoses and is
supplied with hose clips. Its function is to seal off the radiator completely
from oil flow until 74°C is reached.
(09) Standard Oil Thermostat TT2960

Full Flow Oil Thermostat.
This system allows oil to pressurise the oil radiator at all times, but restricts
the oil to by-pass through the thermostat until 74°C is reached.

With 1/2” Screw-In Connections TT29602
With 5/8” Push-On Connections TT29604
With 5/8” Screw-In Connections TT29603

Screw Unions For Hose Connection To Full Flow Thermostat;
1/2” Straight (Pair) TT9961
5/8” Straight (Pair) TT99611
1/2” 45° Degree (Pair) TT9962
5/8” 45° Degree (Pair) TT99621
1/2” 90° Degree (Pair) TT9960
5/8” 90° Degree (Pair) TT99601

Fast Road TR’s To Full Race Specification…
We are continually developing new performance products for the TR,
from fast road to full race specification, so it is always worth a phone
call to check what’s available and what’s new.

09Standard Oil Thermostat
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Make Your Classic Stop!

Uprating the braking system must be the single most important improve-
ment on any classic car, especially if you have, or are going to, increase the
engine power/speed.

Standard Brake Kits

Not only do you save money when you order one of our brake kits, but you
know you will have everything you need. For full details of these kits please
refer to the Restoration section.
Standard Brake Disc, Pad, Shoes, Hoses And Fitting Kits.

Brake Kit 1 TGK130
(TR5, TR250, TR6 To (c) CP26075/CC29929).
Brake Kit 1A TGK131
(TR6 From (c) CP26076/CC29930 To CP76094/CC81078, Imperial Threads).
Brake Kit 1B TGK132
(TR6 From (c) CP76095/CC81079, Metric Threads).

Standard Brake Discs, Pads And Shoe Kit.
Brake Kit 2 TGK133
(TR5, TR250, TR6 To (c) CP76094/CC81078).
Brake Kit 2A TGK134
(TR6 From (c) CP76095/CC81079).

Standard Brake Discs And Pad Kit.
Brake Kit 3 TGK135
(TR5, TR250, TR6 To (c) CP76094/CC81078).
Brake Kit 3A TGK136
(TR6 From (c) CP76095/CC81079).

Uprating Your Brakes

Without drastically altering the master cylinder arrangement, i.e: to a split front-
rear variable type, it might be thought that there is little that can be done to 
alter the way the brakes perform. No doubt there will be uprating kits that will
transform the road cars in days to come, but for now here are these thoughts:

If the car is genuinely uprated a harder pad material will be required to
prevent fade or general brake deterioration. Ensure that the brake fluid is at
least DOT4 and bleed at the start of the season, March in UK, discarding dirty
expressed fluid. With iron brake drums, ideally an upgraded brake lining
should be used. Competition cars, i.e: race or rally, will also need cooling
ducting. Alloy brake drums will probably eliminate the need for either of these,
as the shoe material will run cooler. Drum 202267 (item 33) will cope well with
the heat while, GAC6028X type, should only be considered up to fast road,
though both are superior to iron drums. The braking system is well balanced
for road use but a hard driven car may experience imbalance, which can be
addressed by changing the rear wheel cylinders  bore size from the standard
0.7”, cylinder no. GWC1154, to a 0.75”, GWC1112. The smaller cylinder will
increase the sensitivity, i.e: shoe movement, while the 0.75” will decrease it.
Should brake pad fade be experienced air ducting will help considerably.

If more serious uprating of brakes is considered cross drilled/grooved discs are
the first option. Next comes standard type calipers spaced to allow fitment of
vented discs. From personal experience these are totally adequate for road use,
however hard, and there is still the choice of pads. As the venting causes them
to run cooler, standard pads may have to be used. Lastly, of course, is the 4 pot
caliper conversion used with vented discs. To make these work anywhere near
their limit would require a top grade suspension rebuild with hard bushes and
adjustable shock absorbers, along with top quality tyres, such as Yoko’s,
Bridgestone etc..., using 50 or 60% aspect ratio and modern sticky rubber, and
an extra uprated engine to provide the speed in the first place.

Anti-Squeal Brake Pad Strips

These strips fit between the pad and piston to help eliminate vibrations that
cause brake squeal. Set of four.
(01) Anti-Squeal Pad Strips GBP240ASK
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Uprated Brake Pads

For Standard 2-Pot Calipers.
We stock replacement brake pads in Mintex M1144 and kevlar. Uprated
pads can be used with standard discs. Kevlar pads have a very wide heat
range that gives exceptional cold bite, they also have the added bonus of
producing less brake dust than with other materials.
TR4/5/250 & TR6 1/4” Pins;
(02) Kevlar (Road) TT31501KV

M1144 (Fast Road/Competition) TT31501

TR4/5/250 & TR6 3/16” 4mm Pins;
Kevlar (Road) TT32501KV
Kevlar Green Stuff (Fast Road/Sport) TT32501G

(03) M1144 (Fast Road/Competition) TT32501

Uprated X-Drilled Brake Discs

For Standard 2-Pot Type.
Heavy braking can tax even disc brakes. Our cross-drilled discs run con-
siderably cooler than standard because they dissipate heat quicker than the
standard solid versions, and, because they give more consistent braking
under all conditions, they are ideal for really hard driving or competition use.
(04) Cross Drilled Brake Disc Set 209327XK

4-Pot Caliper Conversion Kit With Vented Discs

These 4-pot calipers with vented discs will keep things cool - helping to
avoid brake fade. The ultimate in braking efficiency, our 4 pot vented brake
kit is supplied with 4-pot alloy calipers, adaptor plates, vented discs and
fast road pads for maximum stopping power.
4-Pot Brake Kits 10 13/16” Discs;
Includes calipers, discs, pads and fittings.
(05) With Vented Discs SPB3252

With Vented & Cross Drilled Discs SPB3252X
Replacement Pads;

Soft Brake Pad Set (Road Use) RD150-3668
Medium Brake Pad Set (Fast Road) RD1311
Hard Brake Pad Set (Race) RD1313

03Competition Brake Pads

04Uprated X-Drilled Brake Discs

02Kevlar Brake Pads
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Alloy Finned Brake Drums

These Alfin brake drums are reproductions of the rare factory alloy finned
shell units with iron inserts, not only help to reduce brake fade under heavy
braking, they also look good.
Alfin Brake Drum 9” x 3/4”;
(06) With Radial Fins (Pair) GAC6028X
(07) With Circumferential Fins (Pair) 202267

Uprated Brake Shoes

If you use your TR on track days, or drive it hard, then you need these shoes.
(08) Uprated Brake Shoes TT31524

Adjustable Brake Pressure Balance Valve

Competition cars quite often need to finely adjust - from inside
the car, the braking bias between front and rear brakes. Here
we offer an adjustable brake pressure valve which reduces
the supply to the rear brakes after attaining a preset pressure,
this may prove necessary when uprated rear shoes are fitted
to avoid premature locking of the rear wheels but, will depend
upon the choice of front pads and the wheel/tyre combination.
Note: this valve has metric connections.

Adjustable Brake Pressure Valve TT3954

Uprated Brake & Clutch Hoses

Stainless Steel Braided.
These steel braided hoses not only look great, but because
they don’t swell under pressure, they give a much firmer feel
to the pedal. Front brake hoses for these models are supplied
in pairs unless stated otherwise.
Steel Braided Hoses;
(09) Front Brake Hose Set TT3240

Rear Brake Hose Set TT3242
Clutch TT3241

Brake Pipe Kits

These non-rust brake pipe sets are ready assembled with brass end  fittings.
The pipes are pliable for easy installation.
RHD Models.
Copper Pipes;

Imperial Threads TR5, TR6 To (c) CP76094 HGB6230
(10) Metric Threads TR6 From (c) CP76095 HGB6240
Copper Nickel Pipes;

Imperial Threads TR5, TR6 To (c) CP76094 HGB6230X
Metric Threads TR6 From (c) CP76095 HGB6240X

LHD Models.
Copper Pipes;

Imperial Threads TR5, TR6 To (c) CP76094 HGB6230L
Metric Threads TR6 From (c) CP76095 HGB6240L

Copper Nickel Pipes;
Imperial Threads TR5, TR6 To (c) CP76094 HGB6230LX
Metric Threads TR6 From (c) CP76095 HGB6240LX

DOT5 ABF Racing Brake/Clutch Fluid

DOT5 GBF5 racing fluid really is the ultimate in brake fluid. Its anti-boil
properties mean that even when the brakes get hot the fluid will remain
efficient, rather than boiling locally into useless vapour - such as in the
calipers. Due to its high hygroscopic nature, racing fluid should be replaced
annually otherwise the integrity and effectiveness will be drastically reduced.
Racing Brake/Clutch Fluid;
(11) 500ml GBF5102

1 litre GBF5103

DOT5 ABF Silicone Brake/Clutch Fluid

This high performance fluid is non-hygroscopic, so
it doesn’t promote rust problems in the hydraulic
system and won't damage your paint work. When
silicone is in use it will provide years of trouble free
braking.
(12) 500ml ABF3

1 litre ABF4

07Circumferential Alloy Finned Brake Drums 09Uprated Brake Hoses
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Steering Quick Rack

See also Uprated Suspension and Steering Components in the Restoration
section of this catalogue. Our quick rack has a high ratio pinion giving you
lock-to-lock in only 2.5 turns, compared to the standard 3.5. Made initially for
competition use, racks have a stronger outer casing with a higher grade of
steel rack for increased durability. The kit also includes solid alloy mounts to
reduce the amount of steering rack float. Track rod ends not included.
Quick Rack With Fittings;
(01) TR5-TR6 RHD 306829X

TR5-TR6 LHD 306830X
Quick Rack Without Fittings;

TR5-TR6 RHD 306829XNF
TR5-TR6 LHD 306830XNF
Fitting Kit TT3255
(Fitting kit not compatible with solid mountings).

LHD To RHD Conversion

As we all know most TR’s were produced in left-hand drive form, about
75%, so if you want to convert your TR, then look no further. For full details
of our comprehensive conversion listings please refer to the restoration
section where you will find 2 pages of detailed listings and illustrations.

Alloy Steering Rack Mounting Kit

The History And Background Of TR Steering Rack Mounts.
The rack and pinion assemblies were originally mounted to the chassis 
on TR4's with U bolts and aluminium blocks. At CT20063 LHD and CT20265
(RHD), the aluminium block mountings were replaced by rubber.
Subsequently, later TR's used rubber mounts. 

The rubber mounted rack suffers from rack float when the rubber has been
in use for a couple of years. For this reason we have developed a solid
mounting system, similar to the earlier aluminium mounted rack for later
chassis numbers. The solid mounting gives a slightly less comfortable feel
to the steering, but lasts much longer.
(02) Alloy Steering Rack Mounting Kit TT3255

Uprated Front Anti-Roll Bars & Kits

See also Uprated Suspension and Steering Components in the Restoration
section of this catalogue. The standard anti-roll bar will need uprating
when the performance and suspension is modified. We have a range of
larger diameter bars which reduce the amount of body roll when cornering.
New bushes will be needed when replacing the bar for TR6s or TR5s and
TR250s with factory, 11/16” diameter, bars added. Otherwise TR5 and TR250
applications are supplied in kits.

Anti-Roll Bar Kits;
These include bushes and fittings.
(03) TR5, TR250 0.75” Diameter (Fast Road) TT3281

TR5, TR250 0.875” Diameter (Competition) TT3282
TR5, TR250 0.875” Diameter (Full Race) TT32841
(Rose jointed).

Anti-Roll Bar Only;
This bar does not include bushes or fittings.

TR6 0.875” Diameter TT3284
Anti-Roll Bar Polyurethane Bush (2 Reqd) 155310P
Anti-Roll Bar Clamp Bracket (2 Reqd) 155308
Anti-Roll Bar Bracket Plain U-Bolt (2 Reqd) 155307
Plain Washer (4 Reqd) WP107
Nyloc Nut (4 Reqd) YN2908

Aluminium Front Hubs

For full details of front hub assembly and front suspension please refer to
the restoration section.

Aluminium Front Hubs;
Standard For Steel Wheel 114284A
Thicker Flange For Steel Wheel 114284X
(The thicker flange allows adjustment).

Uprated Suspension And Steering Bushes

Uprated bushes, such as polyurethane, are a very cost effective means of
improving your steering and suspension joints. If you cannot find the
bush(s) you need, please contact your local Moss branch.
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Uprated Suspension Bushes & Kits

These bush kits are designed to improve the handling by reducing the
amount of excess body/suspension movement allowed by the standard
type of bush. We have nylatron, polyurethane and uprated rubber bushes,
which will tighten up the suspension nicely for road or more serious use.

Polyurethane bushes are the best compromise between standard rubber
bushes and nylatron for road going TR's. They give improved suspension
location with greater wear resistance compared to their rubber equivalents
and without the transmission of road noise suffered when fitting nylatron
alternatives. They are naturally self-lubricating. A worthwhile addition to
any car, the polyurethane bushes are supplied individually, with a steel
sleeve where necessary.
Front And Rear Suspension;
(04) Uprated Bush Kit TTK3111
Nylatron Front Wishbone Kits;

Upper Bush Kit TT3160
Lower/Inner Bush Kit TT3261
Lower/Outer Bush Kit TT3264

Polyurethane Front Wishbone Kits;
Upper Bush Kit TT3062
Lower/Inner Bush Kit TT3263

Rear Suspension;
Uprated Rear Trailing Arm TT3265
Polyurethane Rear Trailing Arm TT3266

Uprated Shock Absorber Bushes;
Nylatron Front/Upper Stand. Damper (4 Reqd) TT30161
Nylatron Front/Lower Stand. Damper (4 Reqd) TT3360
Polyurethane Rear/Upper Koni/Spax (4 Reqd) 517985P*
Nylatron Rear/Lower Koni/Spax (2 Reqd) TT30161*
(*Use when Telescopic Conversion fitted).

Strengthening Brackets For Lower Wishbone Arms

The lower front inner wishbone brackets (see Uprated Suspension and
Steering Components in the Restoration section of this catalogue)  which are
welded to the frame are considered weak points of the front suspension.
They are often found to be cracked or even broken away from the chassis.
This is usually caused by running into pot holes or hitting kerbs. 

Strengthening Brackets cont...

These brackets are easily replaced by a competent chassis repair work-
shops and represent a considerable improvement to the earlier TR2/3/3A
and TR4 design. On these earlier cars, instead of breaking a bracket, the
entire spring tower twists and cracks - much more difficult and expensive
to repair than a bracket! It’s a good idea to periodically check these front
inner wishbone brackets, and have them replaced if they are cracked or
broken, as this condition presents a severe safety hazard.

We have followed a design from Triumph themselves and produced a
strengthening kit  which comprises of three plates that are welded to the
inner wishbone bracket and the chassis.
(05) Strengthening Kit (RH) (3 Plates Per Kit) TT3259R

Strengthening Kit (LH) (3 Plates Per Kit) TT3259L
Reinforcement Plate Washer (4 Reqd) 139580R
(Use for additional strengthening if intending to use the car on the track).

Uprated Front Road Springs

Apart from fitting a uprated anti roll bar and dampers, the next stage of
tuning your suspension is to make sure you have the correct front spring
rate. Note; All TriumphTune springs must be used with our standard, 2”
alloy, spring spacer 107862, it is not required when fitting standard springs.

Spring Details; Colour Rate Fitted Length Part
Code lbs/in TR5/250 TR6 No.

Standard Spring 312 6.75” 6.75” 213165
TriumphTune (TT) Springs;
(06) Road/Rally (Increased Height) B 390 7.00” 6.90” TT4006

Fast Road (Slightly Lowered) WB 390 6.70” 6.65” TT4001
Road/Competition PB 420 7.00” 6.50” TT4201
Sprint/Competition (Lowered) PY 420 6.00” 5.75” TT4102
Full Race (Lowered) OB 450 6.50” 6.00” TT4207

Alloy Spacer (TT Springs) 107862
(Note; Spring spacer, part number 107682 is not required for any of 
our range of springs. We list it here for owners that may have a 
special requirement).

Uprated Road Spring Fitment Recommendations

Ride Height TR4A-5 Models; Front Rear
Raised TT4006 TT4211
Standard TT4001 TT4212
Road (Lowered) TT4102 TT4216
Race/Sprint TT4102 TT4215A

Ride Height TR6 Models;
Raised TT4006 TT4211
Standard TT4001 TT4212
Road (Lowered) TT4201 TT4216
Race TT4207 TT4215A
Sprint TT4102 TT4215A/6

Full listings of the uprated rear road springs can be found on page 43.

Front Coil Spring Spacers And Insulator

We supply a small spacer plate of 3mm depth that allows you to adjust the
spring/ride height suit your needs.

Spring Spacer 3mm (Each) MGS40904

Maximum of two recommended per side, each spacer adjusts the ride height
by approximately 5mm.

Rubber Insulator/Collar (3mm Thick) 100751
Polyurethane Insulator/Collar (3mm Thick) 100751P
Polyurethane Insulator/Collar (5mm Thick) 100751PX
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Rate Adjustable Shock Absorbers

Spax Shock Absorbers Rate Adjustable.
The gas adjustable units from Spax will give excellent service on all
models, plus, they have the ability for the adjustments to be made on the
car. All Spax units come with a 2 year warranty. Supplied individually but
should be fitted in pairs.

Koni Shock Absorbers Rate Adjustable.
Koni adjustable shock absorbers are renowned for their reliability and
greater range of damping, which makes them suitable for road or
competition applications. The adjustment must be made with the unit off
the car. All Koni units come with a 2 year guarantee. Supplied individually
but should be fitted in pairs.

Gaz Shock Absorbers Rate Adjustable.
Gaz shock absorbers come with a 3 year warranty, and are specifically designed
for fast road/sport applications. Features include, on-car adjustment, double
lip piston seals and zinc plated bodies. Supplied individually but should be
fitted in pairs.

Spring And Damper Kits

Developed after years of research and development, these spring and
damper kits will upgrade your car’s suspension for fast road use, tightening
the overall feel of the car. 

Uprated Spring And Damper Kits.
These kits contain uprated/lowered front and rear springs, spring mounting
rubbers and front shock absorbers. Choose between Spax, Koni or Gaz
adjustable front shock absorbers. To obtain maximum benefit from this
conversion, you should fit rear uprated lever arm dampers or fit one of our
telescopic conversion kits.
Uprated Spring & Damper Kit;
(01) With Spax Shock Absorbers TTK3130S

With Koni Shock Absorbers TTK3130K
With Gaz Shock Absorbers TTK3130G

Spring And Damper Kits cont...

Sprint/Lowered Spring And Damper Kits.
As our uprated spring and damper kit, but using the slightly lower road springs
for fast road or sprint work. Recommended if standard or larger diameter
tyres are being used. Choose between Spax, Koni or Gaz adjustable front
shock absorbers. To obtain maximum benefit from this conversion, you should
fit rear uprated lever arm dampers or fit one of our telescopic conversion kit.
Sprint/Lowered Spring & Damper Kit;

With Spax Shock Absorbers TTK3140S
With Koni Shock Absorbers TTK3140K
With Gaz Shock Absorbers TTK3140G

Rear Telescopic Conversion Kit 
And Rear Spax Shock Absorber

Converting to telescopic damper units will improve the ride and suspension
making the handling more stable and predictable under pressure. This kit
includes 2 rear telescopic Spax shock absorbers, rear telescopic conversion
brackets, based on our type 1 bracket kit, and full fitting instructions.

Shock Absorber/Rear Conversion Kit SPCK29

Rear Telescopic Conversion Kit 
And Shock Absorber Pack

Converting to telescopic damper units will improve the ride and suspension
making the handling more stable and predictable under pressure. This kit
includes 4 telescopic shock absorbers and a rear telescopic conversion kit,
based on our type 2 bracket kit. Choose from Spax, Koni or Gaz. If you wish to
fit units more suitable for sport/sprint, please contact your local Moss branch.
Shock Pack/Conversion Kit;

With Spax TTK3112S
With Koni TTK3112K

(02) With Gaz TTK3112G

Polyurethane Bushes

Polyurethane bushes are a very cost effective means of improving steering
and suspension joints. They give a much tighter feel, transmit less road noise
through the components, last much longer than the standard rubber bushes.
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Spax, Koni And Gaz 
Replacement Shock Absorbers

The first step to improving the handling of your TR, is to fit uprated shock
absorbers. Uprated shock absorbers should always be fitted in pairs. *Rear
shock absorbers can only be used when the lever arm shock absorbers have
already been replaced with a telescopic conversion bracket kit. Important:
Although shock absorbers are supplied individually, they really should be
fitted in pairs.
Spax Shock Absorbers;
(03) Front TT3101

Rear* TT3211
Koni Shock Absorbers;
(04) Front TT3102

Rear* TT3212
Gaz Shock Absorbers;
(05) Front TT3203

Rear* TT3213

Rear Telescopic Bracket Conversion Kits

To enable the fitting of the Spax, Koni or Gaz telescopic shock absorbers to
your classic, you will need to use one our bracket kits listed here. Choice
depends on the use of your car and how you prefer the brackets to mount.

Bracket Kit - Type 1.
These brackets mount to the rear inner wing, they require minimal body
modification to be carried out. Ideal for road application.

Bracket Kit - Type 1 TT3218

Bracket Kit - Type 2.
These are one piece brackets that bolt to the lever arm mounting points on
the chassis, and fit outside the inner wheel arch. They are easy to install,
but if the body shell is not correctly aligned to the chassis, certain
combinations of tyre and wheel sizes may cause problems. Please contact
your nearest branch if in doubt.
(06) Bracket Kit - Type 2*** TT3225X

Rear Telescopic Bracket Conversion Kits cont...

TUV Approved/Certificated Bracket Kit - Type 2A;
The brackets used in this conversion are based on our very popular - and
successful type 2 kit, TT3225X, which utilises the lever arm mounting points,
that has stood the test of time. However, these conversion brackets,
TT3225TUV, are of a much heavier and stronger construction. They also have
an extra mounting point for them to be located directly to the wheel arch
(which will require drilling. Please contact your nearest branch for details.
(07) Bracket Kit - Type 2A*** TT3225TUV

Bracket Kit - Type 3;
A set of six stepped brackets and fittings to mount up through the bodywork
and out to the inner wheel arch, creating a new damper mounting point.
Brackets take a little longer to install but do strengthen and stiffen the rear of
the body shell. Kit contains fittings and instructions.
(08) Bracket Kit - Type 3*** TT3225

(***These bracket kits are fitted to the inner arch at the same height as the tyre,
care must be exercised to ensure clearance during suspension travel. If excessive
negative camber is already used, this must be reset before use to ensure clearance).

Uprated Rear Road Springs

Apart from fitting a uprated anti roll bar and dampers, the next stage of
tuning your suspension is to make sure you have the correct front spring
rate. Note; All TriumphTune springs must be used with our standard 2” alloy
spring spacer 107862, it is not required when fitting standard springs.

Spring Details; Colour Rate Fitted Length Part
Code lbs/in TR5/250 TR6 No.

Standard Springs;
TR5, TR250, TR6 To N/A 320 8.40” N/A 214293
(c) CP52867/CC61570
TR6 From (c) CP52868/CC61571 GW 354 9.00” 8.81” 216275

TriumphTune Rear Springs;
Road/Rally (Increased Height) WY 390 9.65” 9.50” TT4211

(09) Fast Road (Slightly Lowered) GYY 420 8.85” 8.65” TT4212
Road/Competition YY 420 8.50” 8.65” TT4216
Sprint/Competition (Lowered) RY 510 8.45” 8.25” TT4215
Full Race (Lowered) PY 550 7.30” 7.45” TT4215A

Alloy Spring Spacer 107862
(Note; Spring spacer, part no. 107682 is not required for any of our range
of springs. We list it here for owners that may have a special requirement).

Uprated Rear Lever Shock Absorbers

We supply new/uprated shock absorbers outright, and reconditioned/uprated
rear shock absorbers, on exchange basis, although these can prove to be a little
stiff for road use. We also stock Penrite shock absorber oil for those who wish to
tinker with damping rates. Please note that an exchange shock absorber will be
subject to a surcharge, which will be refunded when the old unit is returned to
us. Note; Units are sold individually, but, should only be fitted in axle pairs.
25% Uprated Shock Absorber (Fast Road/Sport);
(10) New (RH) TT3214RN

New (LH) TT3214LN
Reconditioned (RH) TT3214R
Reconditioned (LH) TT3214L

50% Uprated Shock Absorber (Race);
(11) Reconditioned (RH) TT3215R

Reconditioned (LH) TT3215L
Competition Valve (2 Reqd) AHH7218

Penrite Shock Oil;
No.1 Light 500ml GGL9038X
No.2 Heavy 500ml GGL9039X

1025% Uprated Rear Shock

1150% Uprated Rear Shock

08Bracket Kit - Type 3

09Uprated Rear Road Springs

06Type 2

07Type 2A
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Uprated Clutch Covers And Drive Plates 

These clutch components are built specially for fast road/sport
or full competition use. For full details and further information
for clutches please refer to page 105 in the Restoration
section of this catalogue.

Clutch Alignment Tool;
Use With 10 x 1.25” Spline MM387-220
Use With 23 x 1” Spline GAC5064X

For Use With Standard Gear Ratio’s.
Uprated Road Use;
(04) 8.5” Clutch Cover TT2201
(05) 8.5” Clutch Plate 10 x 1.25” Spline TT2202

Uprated Road/Competition;
8.5” Clutch Cover TT2503
8.5” Clutch Plate 10 x 1.25” Spline TT2202

For Use With Close Ratio Gears.**
Uprated Road Use;

8.5” Clutch Cover TT2201
8.5” Clutch Plate 23 x 1” Spline TT2502
(**Note: The earlier version close ratio gear sets, 
purchased before 1999, used a 10 spline input shaft
and should use clutch plates TT2702 for uprated 
use, or TT2704 for sprint or race use).

Full Race;
8.5” Clutch Cover TT2503X
8.5” Clutch Plate 23 x 1” Spline TT2504
8.5” Clutch Plate 23 x 1” Spline TT2504
Cerrametallic Clutch Plate (Use Only With) TT2503X.

Release Bearing (All) GRB211
Standard Bearing Sleeve 147858
Bronze Bearing Sleeve 147858X

For 7.25” race cover please call your local Moss branch.
Note: Before ordering please refer to the clutch system
in the Restoration section of this catalogue reference
interchangeability of Laycock and Borg & Beck units
and early versions of our close ratio gear sets.

BRADFORD 01274 735 537 . BRISTOL 0117 923 2523 . DARLINGTON 01325 281 343

01Poly Insulator Collar

02Bump Stops

03Rear Anti-Roll Bar Kit 04Uprated Clutch Cover

Rear Coil Spring Spacer & Insulators

We supply a small spacer plate of 3mm depth that allows you to adjust the
spring/ride height suit your needs. Spacers are sold individually.

3mm Spring Spacer MGS40904
(Maximum of 2 recommended per side, each spacer adjusts the ride 
height by approx. 5mm).
Rubber Insulator/Collar (3mm Thick) 138823

(01) Polyurethane Insulator/Collar (3mm Thick) 138823P
Polyurethane Insulator/Collar (5mm Thick) 138823PX

Rear Suspension Bump Stops

When changing the ride height of the car, especially when lowering, more
travel must be allowed. The upper bump stop must be reduced in height to
allow the spring and damper to work correctly.

Short Upper Bump Stop 155719
(02) Long Lower Bump Stop 136758

(Use with uprated spring TT4211 with lever dampers).

Rear Anti-Roll Bar Kits And Bushes

The addition of the rear anti-roll bar will change the characteristics of the
car considerably. It will increase road holding because it will cause the car
to corner flatter by limiting roll. With modern tyres and/or more tread on the
road the TR must grip better on a dry surface. The bar causes more weight
transfer to the outside rear wheel, which will ultimately promote oversteer,
a condition you either love or hate.

The bar is supplied as standard with 4 rubber link bushes. The bar can be
made more effective by the use of nylatron instead: either one each side or
two for maximum effect. It is suggested that these substitutions are made
progressively and the TR test-driven to tune the suspension precisely to
personal taste. Don't forget, the wet road behaviour will change too, and
oversteer in the wet can be quite a challenge, though good fun once
mastered. Our rear anti-roll bar kits come complete with fittings.
(03) Rear Anti-Roll Bar Kit (Fast Road) TT3288

For improved location of the rear anti-roll bar into the rear trailing arm, use
alloy location cones allow increased tension to be used.

Axle Mounting Alloy Cone (Competition) TT3906

To alter the rate of the anti-roll bar, we offer the following outer link bushes.
6 or 8 bushes required depending on installation requirements.

End Link Poly. Bushes (+15% Rate) 517985P
End Link Nylatron Bushes (+25% Rate) TT3996
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Dog Clutch Gear Kit

Set of gears and hubs convert your TR5-6 gearbox to
dog engagement. These are straight cut gears and are not
suitable, for noise reasons, for road use. Permits clutchless
fast gear changes.

Non Overdrive TT2215
(Ratios are 2.013, 1.515, 1.205, 1:1).

(06) J Type Overdrive TT2217
(Ratios are 2.013, 1.515, 1.205, 1:1).
Fitting Service To Your Gearbox TGK115

Should you require outright purchase of a gearbox fitted with either of the
above, please telephone your requirement. This kit cannot be fitted to crash
1st gearboxes, but then who would want to? If you have to ask what a dog
clutch gearbox is, you probably don't need one.

Uprated Clutch Hoses

Stainless Steel Braided.
These steel braided hoses not only look great, but because they don’t
swell under pressure, they give a much firmer feel to the pedal.
(07) Uprated Clutch Hose TT3141

Cast Iron Flywheels

Your standard flywheel can be lightened to give quicker engine pick-up
while still being useable for road applications. Work is carried out to your
own unit, weight reduction will depend on requirements and condition of
unit. It is preferable for this to be carried out while the engine is being
balanced. Call for details.

Lightened Flywheel ENB11
Crank To Flywheel Uprated Bolt (4 Reqd) TT2223

Alloy & Steel Lightweight Flywheels

Lightening the weight of the flywheel releases bhp, less metal to spin round
improves engine pick-up. Important: The flywheel changes to suit the design
of crankshaft fitted. See the note (under item no. 3) in Interior Engine in the
Restoration section about long and short backed cranks.

Alloy & Steel Lightweight Flywheels cont...

Alloy and steel flywheels only weigh approximately 4kg, whereas cast iron
flywheels weigh approximately 10kgs.

In the past, when tuning your engine, the cast iron flywheel came in for
some serious attention. As much material would be removed as deemed
safe. Years of stress caused by engine revs, heat and clutch abuse, may
well have pushed this hard-worked part into an unsafe condition. Flywheels
and clutches have been known to fail catastrophically.

Now though, you are spoiled for choice. If your TR is to be used for FIA
competition the all steel unit is required, though rules may change! For alloy
flywheels, the ring gear must be also be pinned once it has been shrunk on.
Crankshafts/flywheels can only be interchanged as matched pairs. 

Note: Starter motors and ring gears; the starter motor must be matched to
the flywheel and ring gear. Rather than fit the original type, it would be a wise
precaution to fit one of our pre-engaged geared starter motors, see page 34.

For full details and specifications please contact your local Moss branch
The following flywheels are for recessed long-backed crankshafts only.

Steel Flywheels - Less Ring Gear;
Use With 8.5” Standard/Uprated Clutch TT2239S
Use With 7.25” Race Clutch (Call For Details) TT2240S
Crank To Flywheel Uprated Bolt (4 reqd) TT2223

The following flywheels are for non-recessed short-backed crankshafts.
Alloy Flywheels - Including Ring Gear;
Note; Alloy flywheels have a replaceable steel face.
(08) Use With 8.5” Standard Or Uprated Clutch TT2214

Use With 7.25” Race Clutch (Call For Details) TT2241

Steel Flywheels - Less Ring Gear;
Use With 8.5” Standard Uprated Clutch TT2214S
Use With 7.25” Race Clutch (Call For Details) TT2241S
Crank To Flywheel Uprated Bolt (4 Reqd) TT2223

Driveshaft And Hub Assembly

Due to mileage build up over the years your hubs will require attention 
and then, predictably, the actual driveshafts themselves. whilst the hubs
can be rebuilt, the drive shaft wear cannot be economically corrected.
throughout the years, there would be a more or less continuous replace-
ment of universal joints, with clunks which are universal joint sourced
being easily and cheaply eradicated. However drive shaft sourced ones,
albeit easily removed, are at a much greater cost. The shafts can be
modified (expensively) to take larger universal joints and some powerful
competition cars justify the cost of bespoke hubs, but the problem of spline
lock-up has always remained. this manifests itself embarrassingly and often
dangerously, when the splines unlock and the rear of the car leaps sideways.

It is the new millennium and there is now a solution to the hub and drive-
shaft problems, using modern technology. The main difficulty was finding a
shaft which would cope with the amount of plunge needed for this type of
suspension whilst being strong enough to pass through the small aperture
in the trailing arm.

This solution is now available for TR4A to TR6 models and is very quick and
easy to install. It eliminates drive shaft, hub and universal joint problems in
one go, and is an outright purchase ie: no exchange is required. It will also
cope with 300bhp.

(09) Drive Shaft And Hub Assembly TKC853XR

05Uprated Clutch Plate 08Lightweight Flywheels

09Driveshaft And Hub Assembly


